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	PRAISE FOR BOUNDARY SPANNING LEADERSHIP


	"Fostering a culture of teamwork among business units and partners is crucial for bottom-line success. This groundbreaking book, packed with practical examples and based on solid research, shows us how to get started." -- Marc Noel, Chairman, Noël Group LLC


	"In this deeply insightful look at the demands on 21st-century leaders, Ernst and Chrobot-Mason outline six boundary spanning leadership practices derived from case studies and research with thousands of participating managers. This work is bound to be one of the most important management books of the decade." -- David A. Thomas, Ph.D., H. Naylor Fitzhugh Professor of Business Administration at Harvard Business School


	"Few books capture the needs and narrative of today's business and so elegantly lay out a plan to address its challenges. Boundary Spanning Leadership nails this . . . Consume it and play your role!" -- Andy Stefanovich, Chief Curator and Provocateur, Prophet


	"Boundary Spanning Leadership draws on rigorous global research and real-world experience to help leaders move into new frontiers where they can find answers and practices for creating success." -- Jack Stahl, former CEO, Revlon, and President /COO, Coca-Cola


	"The future will be punctuated by new spans across old boundaries. This book shows you how to improve your span ability." -- Bob Johansen, Ph.D., Distinguished Fellow, Institute for the Future, and bestselling author of Get There Early and Leaders Make the Future


	Catalyze collaboration, drive innovation, transform your organization--with Boundary Spanning Leadership you can put it ALL together!


	We live in a world of vast collaborative potential. Yet all too often, powerful boundaries create barriers that can splinter groups. And this can lead to uninspiring results. To transform borders into frontiers in today's global, multistakeholder organizations, you need Boundary Spanning Leadership.


	Powered by a decade of global research and practice by the top-ranked Center for Creative Leadership (CCL), this book takes you from rural towns in the United States to Hong Kong's skyline and from a modernizing South Africa to the bustling streets of India, showing you how to build bridges across boundaries.


	Through compelling stories and practical tools and tactics, you’ll learn how to apply the six boundary spanning practices that occur at the nexus where groups collide, intersect, and link:

	
		Buffering defines boundaries to create safety
	
		Reflecting creates understanding of boundaries to foster respect
	
		Connecting suspends boundaries to build trust
	
		Mobilizing reframes boundaries to develop community
	
		Weaving interlaces boundaries to advance interdependence
	
		Transforming cross-cuts boundaries to enable reinvention



	Together, these practices combine to create what authors Chris Ernst and Donna Chrobot-Mason call the Nexus Effect. The Nexus Effect allows groups to be more agile in response to changing markets; be more flexible in devising and deploying cross-functional learning and problem-solving capabilities; work with partners in deeper, more open relationships; empower virtual teams; and create a welcoming, diverse, and inclusive organization that brings out everybody's best.


	Boundaries exist. What matters most is how you work to bridge these divides and transform your organization's wide-ranging talents and knowledge to deliver value. With Boundary Spanning Leadership, the possibilities are limitless.


	For more about the book and free resources, visit www.spanboundaries.com.
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Building Telephony Systems with AsteriskPackt Publishing, 2005
An easy introduction to using and configuring Asterisk to build feature-rich telephony systems for small and medium businesses.  This book shows how to build a telephony system for your home or business using the free and open source application, Asterisk. 'Building a Telephony System with Asterisk' takes you step-by-step through the process of...
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Mapping with DrupalO'Reilly, 2011

	This book is intended for people building Drupal websites who would like to visualize
	their content on a map. Maps are powerful and can tell a rich story. A map is instantly
	readable, but at the same time almost infinitely revealing. With the rise of maps on the
	Internet and now on cell phones, the way we navigate our lives has changed....
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Pro Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2013

	So, you've created a few projects with Arduino, and now it's time to kick it up a notch. Where do you go next? With Pro Arduino, you'll learn about new tools, techniques, and frameworks to make even more ground-breaking, eye-popping projects.


	You'll discover how to make Arduino-based gadgets and robots...
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Relativity DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	The theory of relativity stands out as one of the greatest achievements in science. The “special theory”,which did not include gravity,was put forward by Einstein in 1905 to explain many troubling facts that had arisen in the study of electricity and magnetism. In particular, his postulate that the speed of light in vacuum is the...
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Visual Teams: Graphic Tools for Commitment, Innovation, and High PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Graphic tools and visual solutions for team building and development


	Visual Teams uses visual tools and methods to help teams—both face-to-face and virtual—reach high performance in today's work environment. As teams become more and more global and distributed, visualization provides an important...
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TCP/IP Protocol Suite (Mcgraw-hill Forouzan Networking)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	In a world where the number of people who need to learn about data communications and networking is exploding, Forouzan's book is the answer. The book's visual approach makes it easy for students to learn about and understand the concepts involved in this rapidly developing field.


	TCP/IP Protocol Suite teaches students and...
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